In the past 3 Years EVERYTIME Leslie has had to ReOreintate herself to Camping area's and or Hiking Area's and or Resting area's once the Property's were selected, GangStalking Method's were either immedeatley employeed on and near these propetys to let leslie mentally know that she was Tracked to these area's, Organized Stalking GangStalking is a Campaign that INTENTIONALY lets you know Your a Victim of these Crimes

Observe and Know Truth concerning the Above and Below Statements,

Footnote Its being Methophorically Presented and it will be INTENTIONALY Legally tied to (SDPD this is Coming to You)

Fellow American this WAS Predicted alomst One Year Ago to the Date WHY

https://twitter.com/higginsgggg/status/636020337323339777

12/05/13 Learning Disabled Woman Threatened Physically Caught LISTEN GangStalking

Caught-1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3iy7XY6m0U&index=3&list=

PLG0HywY45nLGX1GnE2DMbx3L479RKPU
https://www.instagram.com/p/uipKczURL/

Text Message the Perptrators sent her that parrots the event in the Immediate above Instagram, https://www.instagram.com/p/6qDz_YTUv/

https://www.instagram.com/p/6qEVmTzUYK/

Rose Canyon GangStalking Caught
https://www.instagram.com/p/2sG-n7UVC/
https://www.instagram.com/p/6qOBnYTUdM/

8/18/13 Learning Disasabled Woman Asks do hear GangStalking said in any of these Enclosed Video's

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxYVJnln28&list=PLG0HywY45nLUW8NHePnDMVbgV5

YctA&index=14

Here It is Caught at Social services in 2012-Listen Carefully

Learning Disbaled Woman Exposes Organized Stalking Direct Conversation Tactics at Social Services
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i35zv3TJg
Now we can easily "Even just using Common Sense deliberation's) that the only way they can know wheir she is at in order to Prop up the SAME EXACT IDENTICLLE Verbal Harrassment around her ( INTENTIONALLY BROUGHT about to let her know it's Occurring) is thru Covert Surveillance and tracking of her EVERYDAY EVERYWHERE she goe's ( the Stalking of GangStalking), Leslie has over 1000 Audio File's and she also has Video Files INDISPITABLY Catching this Around her EVERY DAY EVERYWHERE ,she Goe's, At times it Occurring Non Stop, happening in the Same EXACT IDENTICLLE way, So for at least the past 3 Years leslie has been INTENTIONALLY physically Tied up in the Psychical Moving,HAVING TO MOVE & RE'MOVE To Multiple Property's and moving from spot to spot on same Property's,in order to at least Better conceal Herself on these properties, she has /IS using to at least rest at-so she is Not Physically Discovered , and to avoid Arrests and Physical Assaults Which they have done Shes been Psychically Assaulted at her Resting area's once thru a Staged event and Once right by the same area and Experierced and experinces's DNLP Techniques that they whould occur and will , Both of those Assaults were predicted before they Occurred One was predicted on Video and UpLoaded to the tue the assault occurred tow days later at teh very spot the Video prediction was made at the other assault occurred right across the street from wheir that assault occurred at, ( this Criminal Expedition INTENTIONALLY Made her Homeless- which is a Method they do to targets which is ALL over the Internet and can be researched as it being so) , now what's the purpose of this being exposed- Organized Stalking is a Campiaghn that mostly use's AT LEAST Overt Method's pertaining to the Harrassment, but this campaignh also ABSOLUTELY uses employment descriptions to bring about effects and resulting Circumstances's towards the Target so the Effects can be Manipulated on either immediatley or in the near future while other things that are being implemented that are to work with in conjunction with the employment description's that use their employment descriptions to bring about Effect's and Circumstance's( THINK- FINANCE"S and Benifits the Taget recieves thru the system, that they recieve that assist's them is sustaining themeselvess,so whats being detailed here- is a Target is setup to Intentionally creatively made to Move and ReMove ( which means the Target has to find a Place to move to Take property with them Prepare teh area concerning the Landscape at the Spot theyu pick Prepare teh area they pick for their Property to be hidden and got to when Needed how attention and time is needed to Conceal all property, and themselves when their at their resting area's and then Having to relocate at least 8 times since December 1st 2015 not including how some of these 8 locations were ReUsed ) you cant imagine the Psycihcal exhaustion experienced Just because of this Alone then ther the constant everyday running for water, food Staying out of the Rain and Floods from them, the days lost due to Migrants and Stomah Aches from te Stree from these camoaghns she endures DAILY at these areas ( Noise Camiaghn's leslie is also enduring at them as well)- So whats being stated if a Target is INTENTIONALLY tied up in the almost constant buzyness of movin and ReMoving and In te Midst of it these other Physical things demand attention in the Midst of them and throughout them the Target is being Phisically PreOccupied INTENTIONALLY distracted from, taking care of and or being attentive to, their or at least some of their Buisness matters- But also know the tragent is alos experincling Mail Theft and Mail Delayment of Business Items The Goal is Loss of Benifits at least Temporarily and to tie the Target up PHYSICALLY to regain them- the dates and Time it takes within Regaining them Their is alot involved in ReGaining your Benifits, now this is Done to ties the Target up in this as a result their Mentally Distracted in this and Physically Distracted in this When the Target should be Free time wise and Psychically in preparing and Going to Law Firms Lawyers and other Places the target can be goin to go after these maggots and the Court Cases and proceeding that are involved in this- Tie the Target up in the Busyness of them Preventing target from Recovering from what they have been put in to while Implementing current Obstacles that are then Continually Exploated to assist them in the Creation of Circumstances taht BRING the Target closer to the Expolation because of the Effects and Circumstances That current things their doin are bring about the motive behind it while its designedh to make it appear that what is occurring is because the Victim was attentive to their Business correspondants,So leslie is Goin to use this a Opprotunity to target them The Department Of Education was Notifies at least, AT LEAST 8 times in the Past 11 Years from at least 3 States as she has Been Goin thru this they were sent MASSIVE indisputible EWvidence she was and is a Victim of this Crime and they were TOLD EVERYTIME the School Loans were CoHersed for her to take out by the Filthy sick maggots that infiltrated her life in Michigan They coheresed her into take out these loas TO BENIFIT from it so the Time is coming to bait these animals OUT INTO the Open- Welcome soon to teh Exposere of SDPD UCSD Police event's taht will occur soon not far from UCSD Property Tweet's on Twitter and Twitter Videos will predict it as well as as for Social sevices- PS let's see if Leslie is Arrested ticketed assaulted raped forced to move Robbed Before December 30 2016- Her Current School Loan Forebearance is up on November 2016 Preperations to ReApply have to be done in October Welcome to preperation by them being implemented now that are preventing her from sueing them Before October 1st, to entrap her in payments and Agreements for same then the Benifits Social security and Social Services will be taken away thru stated events using the Local Courts and Police Prosecutors for it for it, entrapping her Sighned agreements with the Department of education before this Occurs to Legally tie up to them Do YOU SEE NOW how its done
When You Witness the Above Manifesto Incorporated within this Email you clearly witness Judges as Part of the Syndacite Whom Leslie is Preparing to Entrap Legally, their Making a Mistake to not understand Leslie is targeting them, so fellow Americans review the Twitter link above made In August 2015 Showing Leslie discussing this which should be done.

Side Bar Notation Everyone should investigate the San Diego Fire Departments involvement in these crimes because in Leslie's eyes No one involved in them Escapes her exposure of them being involved and implicated same, so buckle your seats and understand this Syndacite operates to entrap you in Debt and Circumstances to exploit both to exploit the Target.

Read the Blog - Google " UCSD and Law Library are they Networking GangStalking Main Blog"

Welcome to truth Compare dates to locations to the identical techniques to whose caught and WITNESS truth.

San Diego Prosecutors and Public Defenders Repeat GangStalker Suck My Dick GangStalk Oh My God
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulEXcgCsI_4

Predictions Made on 9/21/15 on Twitter concerning what can happen to Leslie Williams if she is put in Jail on 9/24/15, Court Arraignment Date for 8/9/15 Illegal Lodging Ticket
https://twitter.com/higginsgg/status/645989456508354560

Video of 8/9/15 Event
8/26/15 San Diego Park Ranger Says It Worked when told she Baited Police to come to her
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fzkEMjPb7w

Tweet Chain sent to San Diego Police Zimmerman on 8/8/2015
https://twitter.com/higginsgg/status/630044821122453504

9/24/15 SDPD Whistle Blower Being Setup WATCH NOW San Diego Public Defenders Office Corruption
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwYhAhXZhqM

https://instagram.com/p/uirPKczURL/
https://instagram.com/p/ult8BzUVt/
https://instagram.com/p/xGH5xxzUX/
https://instagram.com/p/xEp76TTUZ1/
https://instagram.com/p/xEqVekzUad/
CrossReference Dates
https://instagram.com/p/68DYp7TUZg/

https://instagram.com/p/68ENZuzUbk/ Details of Text Message that's in the Previous Email
https://instagram.com/p/6qOBnYT UdM/ GPS Sent to San Diego Police Text message date time phone #
https://instagram.com/p/6yy9gWTUW5/ Details of GPS Sent to San Diego Police Text message date time phone #

RR Colney 5 Threats of calling the police & Nov 9 2014 Tweet Prediction of Arrest
Threatening Text Messages Penal Code SD Police Gave me


They Intentionally Tie a Target up in the Buisnessness of ANYTHING is a Factual Method of GangStalking Crimes OBSERVE, This is the Manifesto of a Manager of GangStalking Crew's- this does not BY ANY MEANS encompass the Totality of these Crimes But what's describedis Factual

http://www.truedemocracy.net/hj35/14.html

Leslie Just Received on 8/12/16 Items in the Mail she has Lost her Cal Care Insurance and them Paying her Social Security Medicare Premiums
So its Being Predicted these Benifits Will Either Remain Taken away
And or that they will demand to prove were she is living at (Dont think the police and Courts cannot Thru Subpena's Social Services records) Using Leslie against Leslie This will be explained later
and or that the Cal Care Preminums Lost will never be reimbursed
Also if she is Banned assaulted accussed of Anything on all travel routes and or at Social services in getting these benig=fits back it will ABSOLUTELY be statged because oher Being Factually GangStalked along her routes and at Social Services Ruffin Rd- their is a Video in this Blog showing it being caught at Social Services and Hiking areas and its been cauah at Two seprerte Post Office's in San Diego, including her current one, now was this also done to affcet her ability to find a Lawyer in time to sue the Department of Education Before October 2016 ABSOLUTELY ABSOLUTELY, they then make descions ons that they force leslie to agree to then Layter all of her benifits are affeted by and thru these crimes and she is then Trappednin the Agreement Ever Hear of Debt Bondage in Human Traffikcing Are we now seeing how GnaagStalking Crimes Operate thru Plausible Denaability Covert Participating Relationships, Normal Appearing Excuses Reasons or Mishaps and Covertly Managed techniques that cause the Target to be be able to be attentive to getting out of what their currently in and what obstacles are propped up and then Exploited and how their cleverly implemented and taken advantage of remember these Criminal maggots are within the system meaning they know how to use it to assist in bring about the Motivations,Exploitation
Organized Stalking GangStalking is Organized Crime Syndicates within the System at the Federal State County City Level's working as a Networking syndicate using their Employment description sto acheive their Objectives- ABSOLUTELY Including Alpha Bet Agencie's, ABSOLUTELY, Ya KNow it has been Noticed in Remote Neural Monitoring Files That are online including Lawsuits that expose it that Social Service's Working can have Quasi Employment description's Meaningb that they have At least two Employment Description'sn NSA and a Social Service's Worker, Just like the Filthy Maggot Police Officer's that are connected to this Crime can Have Quasi Positions Like being a Police Officer and a Member of FBI InfraGuard,